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3D Space-Time Analysis 

Overview 

The 3D Space-Time Analysis function located in the Visual Analytics tab (Figure 1) creates an animated view of 

the data tracks in a 3D box. The x and y-axes represent spatial movement and the vertical z-axis represents 

time. Any variables visualized in the main map will also be visualized in the 3D space-time cube. There is both 

an animated and a static view. The animated space-time view is the default version that starts when the 

function begins. The static view can be created in the control panel (Figure 2).  

Control Panel 

Options for the 3D Space-Time Analysis function are located in the 3D Space-Time Analysis Control Panel 

(Figure 2). They include labeling the cubes (Figure 3) and creating a static version of the final time-box. The 

cubes will be labeled in both the animated and static versions of the function.  

Animated Panel  

The animated space-time cube panel (Figure 3) is automatically created to the right of the main map when 

starting the function. The panel is where the tracks are visualized in 3D while using the same variables as the 

2D map. The 3D and 2D visualizations are animated synchronously. In Figure 3, there are two animals being 

visualized with their tag colors.  

Each box represents one month and depends on the length of the data. Each increase in height represents one 

day passing. Only eight months are visible at one time. If the data’s time range is longer than eight months, 

the cubes continue off-screen. Once the track reaches the top of the screen in the animated view, the track 

and the cubes will shift down to the bottom to become visible.  

Figure 2: 3D Space-Time Analysis Control Panel 
Figure 1: The 3D Space-Time Analysis function is located in the Visual 
Analytics tab.  



 

Static Panel 

The static space-time cubes (Figure 4) can be created in the 3D Space-Time Analysis Control Panel. It visualizes 

the entire history of the data tracks in one panel. If there is less than eight months’ worth of data, the cubes 

will appear at the same size as in the animated view. If the data is longer than eight months, the size of the 

cubes will scale so the entirety of the data can be visualized on one screen.  

 

  

 

 

 

  

Figure 3: Animated Panel with label months turned on Figure 4: Static panel with label months turned on 



Interaction 

Overview 

DYNAMOvis offers several methods of visualizing interaction in the Interaction Analysis function found in the 

Visual Analytics tab (Figure 1). Two animals can be visualized at one time and are picked by the user based on 

their unique ID. If there is only one data track inputted, the Interaction Analysis function is not available to 

use. A buffer distance in meters and a buffer time in hours is also chosen by the user. If the animals are within 

the buffer distances interaction will have occurred and will be visualized based upon the method chosen.  

Control Panel 

Options for the Interaction Analysis function are located in the control panel (Figure 2). The ID tags of the 

animals to be visualized, the size of the spatial and temporal buffer, and the type of visualization are chosen in 

the panel. Each visualization method uses the same tags and buffer sizes selected. 

Highlight on the Fly 

When visualizing interactions using Highlight on the Fly, the spatial buffer is visualized with a gray ring showing 

the location of the animal (Figure 3).  The size of the ring is proportional to the size of the spatial buffer.  If an 

interaction occurs, the ring thickens and becomes yellow (Figure 4).  

Figure 2: Interaction Analysis control panel 

Figure 3: Spatial buffer rings when no interaction is occurring Figure 4: Spatial buffer rings when an interaction is occurring 

Figure 1: The Interaction function can be found in the Visual 
Analytics tab.  



Highlight All Interactions 

The buffer is not visualized in Highlight All Interactions. Instead, once an interaction has occurred a yellow 

marker is placed on the map.  The marker will remain on the map for the rest of the animated time. They 

become semitransparent so it is apparent if other interactions occur in the same location.  Figure 5 shows the 

location of interactions between two tigers when they came within 1000 meters of each other.

 

Figure 5: Highlight All Interactions function showing the location of places of interaction. Markers stay on the map after an interaction has occurred. 

Highlight Boundary Interactions 

Highlight Boundary Interactions works in a similar way to Highlight on the Fly. The buffers are visualized by 

rings that are proportional to the size of the spatial buffer. In addition to this, the area in which the two 

animal’s boundaries overlap is also visualized.  

Figure 6 shows the boundaries of two tigers that interact. The area in which those boundaries overlap is 

visualized in the Highlight Boundary Interactions function as seen in Figure 7.  If the animal is not within the 

intersection area the border is colored white and the buffer ring is colored gray (Figure 7A). This means there 

is not a possibility for interaction. If one animal is inside the intersected area, but the other animal is not, the 

ring and border color becomes yellow and the ring increases in size (Figure 7B). This indicates that interaction 

may be possible. If both animals are within the intersection area, their rings both become larger and yellow 

and the border becomes red (Figure 7C). This shows a higher probability of interaction since both animals are 

within proximity of each other in space and time. If the animals interact at the same time and location within 

the buffer thresholds, the buffer rings become red and the border thickens (Figure 7D). This highlights a 

definite interaction.  



 

 

 

Figure 6: Boundary function showing the 
home-ranges of two tigers 

Figure 7: Highlight Boundary Interaction function. A) Neither tiger is inside the 
intersection area. B) A single tiger is inside the intersection. C) Both tigers are inside 
although they are not interacting. D) Both tigers are inside and they are interacting. 

 


